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Before raising anchor to start your journey through Turkey 
your first night in the country can either be spent in the 
luxury of your charter yacht or indulging in the vibrant 
nightlife in Bodrum. Have a dance, try some locally produced 
cocktails or have a nightcap at a quiet bar in the harbour. 
Whichever option you choose, Bodrum has plenty of choice 
to ensure you find some evening entertainment to your liking.

Your week long tour of the highlights of Turkey in your chosen 
luxury charter yacht could not start at a better place than 
Bodrum. After meeting up with your crew for the week there 
is plenty of time to get settled and explore some of Bodrum 
before raising anchor. As one of the most popular destinations 
in Turkey you will find everything you could possibly need 
right here.



BOZBURUN
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After indulging in a small shopping trip around the market 
stalls, head back to your luxury charter yacht to continue 
exploring Bozburun by cruising round to some of the nearby 
coves along the shore.

Spend the rest of the day in the privacy of your own cove or 
break open the water sports equipment to spend some built 
up energy. 

A popular stop off point for luxury charter yachts, the small 
but pretty location of Bozburun is a quaint destination to see 
Turkey at its finest. Well known for its production of thyme 
honey, Bozburun is also a national source for sponge fishing as 
well as several other agricultural treats.

Anchoring down in the small harbour you can enjoy a short 
walk along the promenade and spend the morning gazing 
out at the impressive coastal views from a local restaurant or 
bar. 



FETHIYE
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Fethiye's natural harbour is perhaps the region's finest, tucked 
into the southern reaches of a broad bay scattered with 
pretty islands, including Şövalye Adası, glimpsed briefly in the 
James Bond film Skyfall. Fethiye also makes a good base for 
visiting Ölüdeniz, one of Turkey's seaside hot-spots, and many 
interesting sites in the surrounding countryside, including the 
ghost town of Kayaköy (also called Karmylassos or Levissi) just 
over the hill.

In 1958 an earthquake levelled the seaside city of Fethiye (feh-
tee-yeh), sparing only the remains of the ancient city of 
Telmessos. More than half a century on, it is once again a 
prosperous hub of the western Mediterranean, and a major 
base for gület (Turkish yacht) cruises. 

Despite its booming growth, Fethiye is low-key for its size, due 
mostly to restrictions on high-rise buildings and the transitory 
nature of the gület business, which brings travellers flocking 
here between April and October.



MARMARIS
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Bar St offers unparalleled decadence, while from the kordon
(seafront), charter-boat touts will whisk you eastward to 
Fethiye and beyond. Marmaris boasts a pretty harbour, 
crowned by a castle and lined with wood-hulled yachts and 
the vessels of visiting sailors. And it even has history. It was 
from here that Britain's Admiral Horatio Nelson organised his 
fleet for the attack on the French at Abukir in northern Egypt 
in 1798.

A popular resort town that swells to over a quarter-million 
people during summer, Marmaris is loud, brash and in your 
face all over town all of the time. It's one of the few places 
along the coast where you might leave feeling more stressed 
out than when you arrived. That said, if it's a last night out, a 
gület cruise along the coast or a ferry to Greece you're after, 
then this tourist haven is pretty much the full Monty. 



DATCA
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Venture up and above the town to see some pretty natural 
walks through native flora and fauna before stopping off for a 
quiet picnic overlooking the bay. Back down at sea level, take 
the luxury charter yacht around the coastline to spend some 
time in the tranquil coves embedded into the cliffs. If you are 
lucky to time your visit to Datca correctly, you may also enjoy 
an open air concert in the town before turning in for the 
night. 

Situated on the south west coast of Turkey, Datca is one of the 
only towns on this Turkish itinerary.  Small, cosy, and friendly, 
this location is popular among luxury charter yacht 
enthusiasts due to the stunning natural ambience of the 
destination. Surrounded by lush green foliage, Datca offers a 
sublime haven which is not built around the needs of its 
tourists. An advocate for true Turkish lifestyle and culture, 
Datca has some incredible locally made products for you to 
try out including a range of olive infused items like soap.



KNIDOS
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Much of the ancient city now lays in rubbles, however there 
are some distinguishable markings demonstrating the layout 
of the city.  After taking a tour of the ancient remains, a 
harbour side dinner is the perfect way to finish your day at 
Knidos, closely followed by evening cocktails onboard your 
chosen luxury charter yacht. 

The ancient Greek city of Knidos is a magical highlight of your 
luxury yacht charter in Turkey.  Pride of place during the 
Hellenistic period, the city acted as an essential trading 
location for the Greek empire. Despite being centuries old, 
excavations began at the city in 1857. Several temples were 
identified including a temple of Aphrodite, a temple of 
Dionysus and a temple of the muses. Other worthy sites of 
interest also included a theatre and an odeum. 



SEDIR ISLAND
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Aside from the luxurious background and feel of the sand on 
the beaches, Sedir Island is a popular destination for water 
sports and snorkelling. Anchoring down in English Harbour or 
Cat Bay will give you prime locations for water based 
activities as well as isolated spots to enjoy some quiet time on 
board your chosen vessel.

Spend the day relaxing and finish off the evening with a 
cooling swim in the sea and a freshly prepared supper under 
the blanket of stars above Sedir Island. 

The last stop before heading back to Bodrum is Sedir Island. 
Located in the Gulf of Gokova, this beautiful island is also 
often referred to as Cleopatra Island. Legend has it that the 
sand found at the beaches here was brought by vessel 
especially for Cleopatra herself. The special grains of sand are 
made from seashells and can only be found in Egypt, aside 
from this special location. The value of the beach therefore is 
very high, explaining why you will find dedicated teams on 
the island who are there to protect it.



FROM TO DISTANCE TIME 

BODRUM BOZBURUN 62 NMI 5 HOURS

BOZBURUN FETHIYE 68 NMI 5 HOURS 30 MINS

FETHIYE MARMARIS 48 NMI 4 HOURS

MARMARIS DATCA 53 NMI 4 HOURS 30 MINS

DATCA KNIDOS 24 NMI 2 HOURS 

KNIDOS SEDIR ISLAND 48 NMI 4 HOURS

SEDIR ISLAND BODRUM 38 NMI 3 HOURS

TOTAL 
194 NMI

TOTAL 
28 HOURS

*Based on cruising speed of 12 knots 
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